
Fanpower
Without the fans there would be no 
stars, no wrestling, there  would be no 
Heritage.

MY FIRST TIME
(“The Doctor Will See
You Now” ) ................
Reading  Bernard  Hughes  excellent
recollections  of  how  he  lost  his
“Wrestling” virginity in nineteen hundred
and  frozen  to  death  and  as  a  result
going on to visit various places including
The  Wimbledon  Palais,  the  open  air
shows at The Merry Fiddlers Dagenham
...  and  last  but  not  least  his  original
induction at his beloved heartland of St
James’s  Hall  Newcastle:  It  yet  again!
brought  it  all  back  to  me  -  of  when  I
myself first entered a Wrestling Hall at a
similar age.

I was 11 and although it doesn’t really seem like it ... that was half a century ago. So “now”
I guess, is as good a time as any - to  re-visit that special moment.

As a family,  we habitually,  in  those days,  met  some friends from the  North  (Potteries
workers from Stoke on Trent) on the nearby Isle of Wight - at either Ryde or Shanklin. 
It was to Ryde Town Hall a small group of us headed one warm Summer’s evening 13th
August 1963 - to see the wrestling. The posse was made up of Dad, myself, and a couple
of the Stoke lads. 

Chris Newman



Looking  every  bit  the  consummate  villain  -  Dr  Death  had  already  ominously  and
hypnotically been peering at me from behind his Mask on a billboard near to where we
were staying. Alongside him was his popular opponent Judo Al’ Hayes, who in turn looked
every bit the “blue eye”.

That did it.

I had to be at that contest and couldn’t wait to get there.

The evening in question though ... did arrive ... at last! 

It turned out to be standing room only - this in itself created a terrific buzz. We found a
decent vantage point over by one of those “push the bar down” fire exit doors - in line with
one corner of the ring. 

Flying lightweights Jon Cortez and Johnny Williams got the evening off to a great start - an
apt primer for the traditional, after interval slot, and the top of the bill Dr Death/Al Hayes
clash.

Blonde haired, golden boy, Judo Al’ was the first to show, taking to the square-circle in
tasselled jacket, looking confident and in great shape. He was soon followed by a stocky
and very  solidly  built,  hooded figure,  garbed in  all  black  and draped in  a customised
initialled dressing gown. Doctor Death looked very much like he meant business as usual,
as he bustled his way through an expectant crowd on his way to the ring.

It  was a great bout. An even, no holds barred contest that ebbed and flowed with the
sinister Doctor eventually coming out on top, as towards the end, he gave classy Judo Al’ a
bit of a slapping in a traditional “masked evil” - triumphs over “good-guy” ending.

Wonderful stuff.

A cracking evening suitably ended with two more quality technicians coming on to wrestle
the last bout before the close. I wish I could remember who they were, as there was no
mention of their actual names in the local press.

In a typical piece of added colour to Paul Lincoln's bill - the Wrestling that evening, also
featured the “fighting midgets” as they were called :- Tiny Tom Gallagher and Fuzzy Ball
Kaye. They could wrestle ’an all, could Fuzzy Ball & Tiny Tom. 

Of course at my tender and impressionable age, I had no idea that the fellah behind the
promotion “Paul Lincoln Management” ... was also hiding behind that mask ... and was
actually Doctor Death himself.

Well you don’t really care at that time of life do you? The wrestling had the same magic as
the holiday itself. You believed in that wrestling – “headlock, clothes-line and sleeper” -
utterly smitten by the adventure and excitement of it all. 

Seeing it  “live”  -  added a  whole  new dimension to  those television  shows to  which  I
naturally returned after the holiday and therefore enjoyed even more.

As for the venue:- Well, “Ryde Town Hall” still stands. The majesty of its clock-tower still
points  proudly skyward to  this day.  Although no longer,  for  sometime, a  civic hall,  the



building survives as a place of entertainment as a notable “live music” venue and is these
days simply called “Ryde Theatre”. 

As for Dr Death’s “practice”:- It’s true enough, Paul Lincoln’s alter ego, Doctor Death never
actually  wrestled  on  Television.  Even  after  the  merger  between  his  own  successful
independent promotion and that of the mighty and all consuming Joint & Dale Martins. But
let me be the myth buster. Well partially anyway.

For I do actually, “vividly” recall a TV interview with the man himself. Yes honestly. “I didn’t
dream this”. 

There he sat, in character as Doctor Death, bathed in the half shadow of dimmed lighting,
in the one-time “Southern Television Studio”. Suited & tied but adorned in that infamous
black hood.

At the time, he said, he was concealing his true identity because he was actually quite well
known as a qualified doctor. 

This little gem went out on a local sports magazine programme around five in the evening
during 1961. I feel I can now more or less be certain of that. For it was not long “after” this
that I  saw a similar character called The Black Mask (actually ex British heavy-weight
boxer George Nuttall) from the rival Dale Martin Promotions, grapple on the Saturday ITV
Wrestling programme.

The Doctor Death interview though, went out on the said “Southern” channel which for
many years was housed at Northam Bridge, Southampton, in the converted and fondly
remembered Plaza Cinema.

This was the REAL Doctor Death alright, utilising all his usual natural flair for publicity -
leaving people entranced & wanting to know more - wanting to see him wrestle - and
hoping to  be there on the day he might  finally  be relieved of  his  mask -  by virtue of
possible defeat.

It’s not an easy picture to paint in mere words, how much that type of scenario meant to
fans, ordinary people in the street - or ordinary householders back in those times - but I’ll
try.

For  this  was the period when televised wrestling had now become an integral  part  of
sixties  culture.  The  halls  were  packed  brim  full  -  and  remember  there  was  far  less
television then - only 2 channels. 

In fact there was loads less media in general - and certainly no personal computers or the
ubiquitous internet. You might see a computer as big as a wardrobe with spools the size of
steering wheels on a sci-fi programme or a movie - but that was about all. 

An upshot of these various factors was that people’s expectations were also lower. These
were  not  the  days  of  what  in  some  ways  has  become  the  overkill  of  modern  times.
Everything now is laid on with a technological trowel. All singing and all dancing highly
commercialised events, fuelled by mind boggling modern technology, which speeds along
with a frightening and ever increasing alacrity.

Sure, the Sixties swung like the clappers. 



It was fun and fashionable. It was a golden time for popular music, great television, the
absolute peak of the traditional seaside holidays, natty clothes, glorious times both on the
footy field and in the boxing and wrestling rings. But living through these unforgettable
times  we  were  more  easily  pleased.  This  perhaps  created  a  dichotomy  that  actually
“added” not detracted from a very special magic that also worked the imagination. Life
wasn’t so overwhelmingly in your face.

I doubt very much, whether the current providers of our local ITV station:- Meridian ... now
ensconced down Port Solent way, “would still have the footage” of Richard (Dickie) Davis
(I seem to recall it being him - for he worked regularly for Southern Television at this time)
in conversation with Paul Lincoln aka Dr Death. 

However, if by some miracle they do still have the archive .......... they surely wouldn’t have
a clue what they were sitting on .......... the only ever appearance of one of Professional
Wrestling’s all time villainous greats .... the real-deal Doctor Death  .... captured for the
only time on the small screen. 

(Chris Newman “The Lexicon Kid” Summer 2013).


